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ABSTRACT

FU Orionis-type objects (FUors) are low-mass pre-main sequence stars undergoing a temporary,

but significant increase of mass accretion rate from the circumstellar disk onto the protostar. It

is not yet clear what triggers the accretion bursts and whether the disks of FUors are in any way

different from disks of non-bursting young stellar objects. Motivated by this, we conducted a 1.3 mm

continuum survey of ten FUors and FUor-like objects with ALMA, using both the 7 m array and the

12 m array in two different configurations to recover emission at the widest possible range of spatial

scales. We detected all targeted sources and several nearby objects as well. To constrain the disk

structure, we fit the data with models of increasing complexity from 2D Gaussian to radiative transfer,

enabling comparison with other samples modeled in a similar way. The radiative transfer modeling

gives disk masses that are significantly larger than what is obtained from the measured millimeter

fluxes assuming optically thin emission, suggesting that the FUor disks are optically thick at this

wavelength. In comparison with samples of regular Class II and Class I objects, the disks of FUors are

typically a factor of 2.9–4.4 more massive and a factor of 1.5–4.7 smaller in size. A significant fraction

of them (65–70%) may be gravitationally unstable.
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1. INTRODUCTION

FU Orionis-type objects (FUors) are low-mass pre-

main sequence stars undergoing large outbursts in visi-

ble light, attributed to temporarily enhanced accretion

(Hartmann & Kenyon 1996). Episodes of high accre-

tion are believed to occur at all early stages of star

formation after the prestellar core phase, but become

observable at optical or infrared wavelengths only as

the circumstellar envelope thins (Audard et al. 2014,

and references therein). During outburst, accretion rate

from the circumstellar disk to the star may reach up to

10−4M� yr−1, several orders of magnitude higher than

in quiescence or in normal T Tauri stars. Repetitive

FUor outbursts, each lasting ∼100 years and dumping

as much as 10−2M� onto the star, significantly con-

tribute to the build-up of the final stellar mass, and of-

fer a possible solution for the long-standing “protostellar

luminosity problem” (e.g., Dunham et al. 2014b). The

physical mechanism of FUor outbursts is not yet known,

but several processes have been proposed (Audard et al.

2014).

FUor outbursts may eventually clear up the proto-

star’s environment at the end of the embedded (Class I)

phase. By this time, envelopes are depleted to a level

comparable to the mass accreted in a single outburst,

and UV/X-ray radiation and outflows accompanying the

eruptions may disperse them altogether. Thus, individ-

ual FUor eruptions might modify the structure of the

circumstellar environment considerably, both the enve-

lope and the disk itself (Vorobyov et al. 2020). Fol-

lowing a sequence of outbursts (“the FUor phase”), the
envelope disappears, and the young star enters the disk-

only Class II phase. FUor eruptions may also change

the mineralogy and chemistry of the disk (Molyarova

et al. 2018). Therefore, FUor outbursts mark a short

but important transitional period in the evolution of the

circumstellar material (Takami et al. 2018, 2019). Nu-

merical simulations support the notion that most FUors

occur in the Class I or early Class II phases (Vorobyov

& Basu 2015). Exploring this period via characteriz-

ing FUors, in particular their disks where the outburst

happens, is the main topic of the present paper.

Millimeter continuum emission has long been used to

study the dusty environment of FUors (Henning et al.

1998; Sandell & Weintraub 2001). Interferometric obser-

vations of the millimeter dust continuum are the stan-

dard way to estimate basic disk properties like their

mass and size or characteristic radius. Using the At-

acama Large Millimeter/submillimeter Array (ALMA),

Cieza et al. (2018) observed three FUors, four EXors

(objects showing smaller, shorter, repetitive accretion

outbursts), and one intermediate-type object. They

found that FUor disks are significantly more massive

than EXor disks, and they are more compact for a given

disk mass than what is typical for normal T Tauri disks.

Liu et al. (2018) reached a similar conclusion in a Sub-

millimeter Array (SMA) study of 29 FUors, EXors, and

FUor-like objects. Overall, the observed targets showed

a systematically higher millimeter luminosity distribu-

tion than those of normal T Tauri stars in nearby star-

forming regions, and within the sample, all EXors had

smaller 1.33 mm fluxes (when scaled to the same dis-

tance) than any of the FUors. This suggests that rela-

tively massive circumstellar disks may provide optimal

conditions for accretion outbursts.

Not all FUors are isolated objects, some of them are

parts of small clusters of young stars (like AR 6A/6B,

HBC 722, or V960 Mon, Aspin & Reipurth 2003; Kóspál

et al. 2015, 2016), or they may even be close bina-

ries (like FU Ori or L1551 IRS 5, Wang et al. 2004;

Rodŕıguez et al. 1998). Multiplicity affects disk forma-

tion and evolution (Tobin et al. 2018). In the SMA

sample of eruptive young stars, Liu et al. (2018) found

that binaries or triple systems are systematically fainter

than the rest of the sources.

In this paper, we present new ALMA 1.33 mm contin-

uum observations of ten FUors and FUor-like objects,

including some multiple systems. In Section 2 we ex-

plain the target selection and describe the observations

and data reduction. In Section 3 we show our ALMA

images and derive basic disk properties by Gaussian fit-

ting in the image space and analytical disk model fitting

in the visibility space. We note that due to the finite

sensitivity of our observations and given that ALMA fil-

ters out the emission on large spatial scales, our data

mostly trace structures on the disks’ spatial scale, even

though some of our targets are embedded in envelopes.

In Section 4 we detail our radiative transfer disk mod-

eling. We explain our new results on individual objects

in the context of the literature in Section 5, we discuss

the whole sample and draw our conclusions in Section

6, and summarize our main findings in Section 7.

2. OBSERVATIONS AND DATA REDUCTION

2.1. Target selection
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For our project, we selected those FUors from the

eruptive star list of Audard et al. (2014) that were not

included in any previous ALMA project, but still ob-

servable from the ALMA site. These were AR 6A/6B,

Bran 76, HBC 687, Haro 5a IRS, OO Ser, V346 Nor,

V900 Mon, and L1551 IRS 5. We added two extra FUors

which were discovered after the publication of the Au-

dard et al. (2014) paper, V899 Mon and V960 Mon.

Basic data (distances and coordinates) for our targets

are shown in Table 1. Recently, Connelley & Reipurth

(2018) completed a near-infrared spectroscopic survey

of FUors and classified them based on various criteria

as bona fide FUors (whose spectra display the necessary

near-IR characteristics and an eruption was observed),

FUor-like objects (whose spectra display the necessary

near-IR characteristics but no eruption was observed),

and peculiar objects (which have or had some spectral

similarities to FUors, but are different enough that a

FUor classification is not warranted). Based on their

classification, from our sample V900 Mon and V960 Mon

are bona fide FUors, L1551 IRS 5, Haro 5a IRS, Bran 76,

and HBC 687 are FUor-like objects, while V346 Nor and

AR 6A/6B are peculiar objects. V899 Mon and OO Ser

were not studied in Connelley & Reipurth (2018).

2.2. ALMA observations and data processing

We observed our targets with ALMA in Band 6 be-

tween 2016 October 9 and 2018 April 5. A detailed log

of observations can be found in Table 1. For each object

we took observations with the 7 m array and two dif-

ferent configurations of the 12 m array (TM2 being the

more compact C40–3 configuration and TM1 being the

more extended C40–6 configuration). We used a stan-

dard frequency setup that covered the J=2–1 line of
12CO, 13CO, and C18O in 0.58 GHz wide spectral win-

dows, and defined two 1.875 GHz wide windows centered

at 234.0 GHz and at 216.5 GHz to cover the emission

from the thermal dust continuum. Here, we focus on

the continuum results, while the molecular line data will

be analyzed in subsequent papers. For the purpose of

atmospheric, bandpass, flux, phase, and pointing cali-

bration, the ALMA observatory mostly selected differ-

ent bright quasars. In a few cases, the atmospheric and

flux calibrator was Neptune, Titan, or Uranus.

We reduced the delivered data with the ALMA

pipeline using the Common Astronomy Software Appli-

cations (CASA) package version 5.1.1 (McMullin et al.

2007). The observational executions with high signal-

to-noise ratio (SNR) were self-calibrated by using 30 s

intervals for the creation of the phase calibration tables

and the total integration time for the amplitude calibra-

tion. We checked the continuum spectral windows for

line emission, and selected the non-contaminated chan-

nels to extract the continuum using the uvcontsub task

in CASA. After verifying that the common baselines be-

tween the three different observing configurations pro-

vided consistent visibilities, we concatenated all obser-

vations and produced a single measurement set for each

target, which recovers emission in a wide range of spa-

tial scales up to 5.′′9, the maximum recoverable scale

for the C40–3 configuration in Band 6. We extracted

the continuum from the combined data sets and cre-

ated uniformly weighted images using the CLEAN algo-

rithm implemented in the tclean task for CASA (version

5.4.0). The reference frequency for all maps was fixed at

224.55 GHz. We ran tclean non-interactively and set the

flux density threshold to three times the noise level of

the dirty image. We applied primary beam correction to

the final clean images. The primary beam sizes at this

frequency are 28′′ for the 12 m antennas and 48′′ for the

7 m antennas. The rms of our non-primary beam cor-

rected cleaned maps, and the sizes and position angles

of our resulting beams are listed in Table 2.

3. RESULTS

Figure 1 shows our 1.33 mm images corresponding

to the thermal dust continuum emission. All of our

targets were detected with high peak SNR of at least

23. Some of our maps show multiple sources. In the

map of the AR 6A/6B system, we detect three sources

that can be identified as 6A, 6B, and 6C (cf. Aspin &

Reipurth 2003). In addition, we also detected a bright

source to the southwest of AR 6B, which we have la-

beled AR 6D and which is outside of the area plotted

in Figure 1. In the map of Haro 5a IRS, there is a faint

source near our target, which had not been previously

reported in the literature. In the following, we will call

this source Haro 5a IRS B. Around V960 Mon, there are

three nearby sources, two of which can be identified as

V960 Mon N and V960 Mon SE (cf. Kóspál et al. 2015).

In the following, we will call the third one V960 Mon E.

V370 Ser was detected in our OO Ser map at a sepa-

ration of ∼11.′′5 to the north of the FUor (not visible

in Figure 1 as it falls outside of the plotted region).

We detected the continuum source to the northwest of

V346 Nor which had previously been reported by Kóspál

et al. (2017c). At a separation of 15.′′2, this source also

falls outside of the region plotted in Figure 1.

The brightness distribution of our targets typically has

a centrally peaked, bright, rather compact central part,

in some cases surrounded by extended faint emission. To
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Table 1. Log of our ALMA continuum observations.

Name Distancea RAJ2000 DecJ2000 Date Config.b Ang. res. Texp PWV Baselines

(pc) (h:m:s) (◦:′:′′) (′′) (min) (mm) (m)

L1551 IRS 5 140±10 04:31:34.08 +18:08:04.9

2016 Nov 14 7m 5.2 4.6 . . . 8 – 44

2018 Apr 05 TM2 0.68 3.6 0.8 15 – 500

2017 Jul 24 TM1 0.12 11.3 0.2 30 – 3637

Haro 5a IRS 391±24 05:35:26.71 −05:03:54.9

2016 Oct 10 7m 5.1 4.1 . . . 8 – 48

2017 Apr 06 7m 5.1 4.1 . . . 8 – 48

2017 Aug 23 TM2 0.45 3.1 2.1 15 – 783

2017 Jul 07 TM1 0.19 9.3 0.8 16 – 2647

2017 Jul 26 TM1 0.11 9.3 0.4 16 – 3696

V899 Mon 769+36
−33 06:09:19.28 −06:41:55.4

2016 Oct 09 7m 5.1 4.1 . . . 8 – 48

2017 Apr 29 TM2 0.67 3.1 2.0 15 – 459

2018 Mar 22 TM2 0.46 3.1 2.2 15 – 783

2017 Jul 05 TM1 0.19 9.3 0.6 21 – 2647

2017 Jul 27 TM1 0.11 9.3 0.5 16 – 3696

AR 6A/6B 719±16 06:40:59.31 +09:35:52.0

2016 Oct 09 7m 5.1 4.1 . . . 8 – 48

2017 Apr 20 TM2 0.70 3.1 2.3 16 – 459

2017 Jul 22 TM1 0.13 10.3 1.0 30 – 3636

V900 Mon 1100±100 06:57:22.22 −08:23:17.6

2016 Oct 11 7m 4.7 8.1 . . . 8 – 47

2017 Apr 20 TM2 0.70 6.1 2.2 16 – 459

2017 Jul 27 TM1 0.11 18.6 0.5 16 – 3696

V960 Mon 1574+173
−143 06:59:31.58 −04:05:28.1

2016 Oct 11 7m 4.7 8.1 . . . 8 – 47

2017 Apr 20 TM2 0.70 6.1 2.2 16 – 459

2017 Jul 27 TM1 0.11 18.6 0.5 16 – 3696

Bran 76 1060+29
−28 07:50:35.60 −33:06:23.9

2016 Oct 21 7m 4.7 8.3 . . . 8 – 47

2017 Apr 20 TM2 0.70 6.2 2.3 16 – 459

2017 Jul 30 TM1 0.10 20.7 0.8 16 – 3637

V346 Nor 700+600
−350 16:32:32.19 −44:55:30.7

2017 May 15 7m 5.2 4.1 . . . 8 – 47

2018 Mar 16 TM2 0.46 3.1 2.0 15 – 783

2017 Aug 25 TM1 0.10 9.8 0.4 21 – 3696

OO Ser 438±11 18:29.49.13 +01:16:20.7

2017 Apr 30 7m 5.2 4.1 . . . 8 – 48

2017 May 14 7m 5.2 4.1 . . . 8 – 47

2018 Mar 27 TM2 0.46 3.1 1.9 15 – 783

2017 Jul 22 TM1 0.12 9.8 0.5 16 – 3696

HBC 687 400 19:29:00.86 +09:38:42.9

2016 Nov 18 7m 5.2 9.3 . . . 8 – 44

2017 Apr 30 TM2 0.67 7.3 1.6 13 – 459

2017 Jul 22 TM1 0.12 22.8 0.5 16 – 3696

aReferences for the distances are: L1551 IRS 5: Kenyon et al. (1994), Haro 5a IRS: Großschedl et al. (2018), V899 Mon:
Bailer-Jones et al. (2018), AR 6A/6B: Máız Apellániz (2019), V900 Mon: Reipurth et al. (2012), V960 Mon: Bailer-
Jones et al. (2018), Bran 76: Bailer-Jones et al. (2018), V346 Nor: Graham & Frogel (1985), OO Ser: Herczeg et al.
(2019), HBC 687: Kóspál et al. (2008).

bTM1 means the C40-6 configuration of the 12 m array, while TM2 means the C40-3 configuration.
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Figure 1. 1.33 mm cleaned non-primary beam corrected ALMA images of our sample. Each panel is 4′′×4′′. The synthesized
beam is indicated in the lower left corner of each panel. The target name and the contour levels are indicated in the upper left
corner of the panels. The beam sizes and rms noise (σ) values are listed in Table 2.
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Table 2. CLEAN beam and noise.

Target Beam size Beam PA rms

(′′) (◦) (mJy beam−1)

L1551 IRS 5 0.14×0.10 85.7 0.374

Haro 5a IRS 0.18×0.18 −85.5 0.138

V899 Mon 0.15×0.15 84.8 0.023

AR 6A/6B 0.17×0.17 −87.9 0.046

V900 Mon 0.13×0.13 85.6 0.030

V960 Mon 0.14×0.14 85.5 0.028

Bran 76 0.13×0.13 −77.5 0.027

V346 Nor 0.13×0.13 82.1 0.031

OO Ser 0.15×0.15 85.7 0.064

HBC 687 0.14×0.14 87.8 0.042

derive basic parameters such as coordinates, sizes, incli-

nations, position angles, and fluxes, we used CASA’s

IMFIT tool to find best-fit 2D Gaussian models for each

FUor disk. The radii were estimated from the decon-

volved best-fitted 2D Gaussian, we took the FWHM of

the major axis and divided it by 2
√

2 ln 2 to obtain σ,

which we use as a proxy for the radius of the disk based

on their primary beam corrected images. We also esti-

mated their masses by assuming optically thin emission,

a dust opacity of κν , dust temperature of Tdust, and us-

ing the following equation:

Mdust =
Fνd

2

κνBν(Tdust)
. (1)

The dust opacity was estimated following Beckwith

et al. (1990), where κν = 0.1(ν/1012Hz)β , assuming an

opacity power-law index of β = 1, which resulted in
κν=2.254 cm2 g−1 at 1.33 mm.

The dust temperature was calculated following Equa-

tion 2 of Tobin et al. (2020):

T dust
bol = 43 K

(
Lbol

1L�

)0.25

(2)

In the case of the known FUors, we used the bolomet-

ric luminosities measured during their outburst phase

(Audard et al. 2014, and references therein). For the

non-outbursting sources in our field of views we used

the median luminosity estimated from 230 protostars

(Dunham et al. 2013), Lbol = 1.3 L�, which resulted

in ∼47 K and we rounded to Tbol = 50 K. We note that

other works have used lower temperatures, e.g. 20 K

(Ansdell et al. 2016, 2017), which would result in higher

mass estimates.

We then converted the obtained dust masses to to-

tal masses assuming the usual gas-to-dust mass ratio of

100. We emphasize that the millimeter emission is likely

(partially) optically thick, so these values should be con-

sidered as lower limits for the true mass (cf. Dunham

et al. 2014a; Liu 2019; Zhu et al. 2019). The obtained

parameters are shown in Table 3. With the 2D Gaus-

sian fitting procedure, V899 Mon, AR 6A, and AR 6C

appear to be unresolved, therefore we could not deter-

mine radius, inclination, and position angle for them.

However, we provide upper limits for their radii.

We measured the in-band spectral index α of our

targets by constructing maps from the two continuum

spectral windows separately, at ν1 = 216.9 GHz and at

ν2 = 232.2 GHz, and measuring the targets’ fluxes (F )

at these two frequencies. Then we calculated α using:

α =
logFν1 − logFν2
log ν1 − log ν2

, (3)

and its uncertainties (σ) with:

σ2
α =

(
1

ln ν1 − ln ν2

)2(σ2
ν1

F 2
ν1

+
σ2
ν2

F 2
ν2

)
. (4)

If the dust emission comes from large grains that emit

as blackbodies or if the emission is optically thick, α is

expected to be α = 2 (Pavlyuchenkov et al. 2019). If the

emission is optically thin and the grain size distribution

is typical for the interstellar matter, then the millimeter

spectral slope is expected to be steeper, with α ≈ 3.7

(Draine 2006). The measured indices are presented in

Table 3. We obtained spectral indices between 0.27 and

4.95, however these values are highly uncertain due to

the small difference between frequencies ν1 and ν2. We

did not make further analysis on these values.

3.1. Fitting in the visibility space

Fitting disk properties in the image space is sensitive

to the deconvolution procedure used. Therefore, to ob-

tain results independently of the deconvolution, we fit-

ted the disk emission in the visibility space using a pro-

cedure similar to that described in Manara et al. (2019).

Based on the continuum images, we assumed that the

disks were axisymmetrical and modeled each of them

using a radial profile:

I(r) = I0 r
−γ1 exp

(
− r

Rvis

)γ2
, (5)

where I0 is the peak emission of the disk in Jy sr−1, Rvis

is the characteristic radius of the disk in arcseconds, γ1
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Table 3. Basic parameters of the detected sources from Gaussian fits.

Name Radius i PA Int. Flux Mass (50 K) Lbol T dust
bol Mass (T dust

bol ) α

(au) (◦) (◦) (mJy) (M�) (L�) (K) (M�)

FUors

L1551 IRS 5 N 10.6± 0.7 44± 7 158± 12 248.7± 9.4 1.48 × 10−2 30a 101 6.96 × 10−3 2.08± 0.93

Haro 5a IRS 39± 2 55± 1 169± 2 166.4± 1.7 7.73 × 10−2 50b 114 3.18 × 10−2 1.41± 0.36

V899 Mon <37 . . . . . . 1.6± 0.1 2.88 × 10−3 150c 151 8.87 × 10−4 3.78± 1.15

AR 6A <38 . . . . . . 1.5± 0.2 2.36 × 10−3 450d 198 5.48 × 10−4 4.95± 2.89

AR 6B 31± 4 54± 27 12± 27 4.9± 0.4 7.70 × 10−3 450d 198 1.79 × 10−3 2.23± 2.01

V900 Mon 20± 2 28± 20 169± 73 8.4± 0.1 3.09 × 10−2 106e 138 1.04 × 10−2 2.62± 0.51

V960 Mon 37± 28 61± 28 71± 20 0.7± 0.1 5.27 × 10−3 . . . . . . . . . 3.51± 4.11

Bran 76 24± 3 45± 11 79± 18 4.8± 0.1 1.64 × 10−2 287f 177 4.28 × 10−3 2.13± 0.75

V346 Nor 42± 28 38± 10 105± 23 11.7± 0.7 1.74 × 10−2 160g 153 5.29 × 10−3 3.44± 1.92

OO Ser 26± 2 50± 6 60± 10 12.8± 0.5 7.46 × 10−3 36h 102 3.48 × 10−3 2.79± 1.38

HBC 687 20± 2 64± 1 77± 1 30.5± 0.4 1.48 × 10−2 10i 77 9.33 × 10−3 2.40± 0.31

Neighboring sources

L1551 IRS 5 S 9.5± 1.1 25± 23 160± 77 153.2± 9.3 9.12 × 10−3 10a 77 5.74 × 10−3 3.52± 1.6

Haro 5a IRS B 34± 6 56± 7 97± 10 13.4± 1.3 6.22 × 10−3 . . . . . . . . . 0.27± 2.26

AR 6C <38 . . . . . . 0.7± 0.1 1.10 × 10−3 . . . . . . . . . 4.77± 3.88

AR 6D 50± 7 56± 14 43± 14 4.1± 0.3 6.44 × 10−3 . . . . . . . . . 2.50± 1.60

V960 Mon N 63± 16 34± 41 33± 57 1.2± 0.1 9.03 × 10−3 . . . . . . . . . 0.95± 1.95

V960 Mon E 126± 29 65± 8 96± 11 1.5± 0.2 1.13 × 10−2 . . . . . . . . . 0.28± 3.03

V960 Mon SE 227± 25 73± 2 170± 2 7.6± 0.3 5.72 × 10−2 . . . . . . . . . 1.74± 1.00

V346 Nor B 84± 57 67± 4 145± 4 17.8± 1.1 2.65 × 10−2 . . . . . . . . . 2.69± 1.36

V370 Ser 57± 6 55± 8 15± 9 5.9± 0.6 3.44 × 10−3 . . . . . . . . . 1.23± 1.96

Note—References for Lbol: a: Liseau et al. (2005), b: Reipurth & Aspin (1997a), c: Ninan et al. (2015), d : Aspin &
Reipurth (2003), e: Reipurth et al. (2012), f : Green et al. (2006), g : Kóspál et al. (2017a), h: Kóspál et al. (2007), i :
Kóspál et al. (2008). Disk masses were obtained from the integrated fluxes using Equation 1 and should be considered as
lower limits. Disk radii are deconvolved sizes.

is the exponent of the power law and describes the flat-

ness of the inner parts of the brightness radial profile,

and γ2 is the exponent of the exponential cutoff which

dictates the cutoff of the outer parts of the radial pro-

file. We used the Galario1 code (Tazzari et al. 2018) to

apply the appropriate inclination and position angle (i

and PA, respectively) and the offsets with respect to the

phase center (∆RA and ∆Dec), and transform the radial

profile model into visibilites (Vm). Therefore, each disk

has been fitted with eight free parameters: I0, Rvis, γ1,

γ2, i, PA, ∆RA, and ∆Dec. We explored the parameter

space with a Goodman & Weare affine invariant Markov

chain Monte Carlo using the Python ensemble sampler

emcee2 (Foreman-Mackey et al. 2013). Our likelihood

1 https://mtazzari.github.io/galario/index.html
2 https://emcee.readthedocs.io/en/stable/

function was also calculated with Galario following:

χ2 =

N∑
j=1

(
[Re(Vo,j)− Re(Vm,j)]

2+

[Im(Vo,j)− Im(Vm,j)]
2
)
wj ,

(6)

where N is the number of visibility points and wj is the

weight corresponding to each point.

For the cases where our field of view include more

than one source (i.e., Haro 5a IRS, AR 6, V960 Mon,

V346 Nor, OO Ser), we used the same model for them,

calculated the visibilities individually, and added them

together before calculating χ2. The initial values of the

exploration of the parameter space were based on the

results of our 2D Gaussian fitting (Table 3). We utilized

flat priors for all variables. Depending on the number of

fitted disks, we used a different number of walkers and

steps. In cases where only one disk is in the field of view,
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we used 150 walkers and at least 10 000 steps. In the

cases where more that one disk were detected, we used

250 walkers and between 25 000 and 35 000 steps. For all

cases, we discarded a few thousand steps as the “burn

in” phase and built the posterior distributions with at

least 5000 steps. The best-fitted values were taken from

the maximum likelihood estimate of the posterior distri-

bution for each parameter and are presented in Table 4.

The uncertainties for each parameter were derived from

the 16th and 84th percentiles of their respective poste-

rior distributions.

We extracted the sizes of the disks from the best-fitted

values following Manara et al. (2019). The disk radius

(Rdisk) contains 95% of the continuum flux and the ef-

fective radius (Reff) contains 68% of the continuum flux.

The two radii are defined as follows:∫ Rdisk

0

2πI(r)r dr/Ftot = 0.95, (7)

∫ Reff

0

2πI(r)r dr/Ftot = 0.68, (8)

where I(r) was calculated using the best-fitted parame-

ters and Ftot is the total flux of the continuum emission,

defined from:

Ftot = I0 cos i

∫ ∞
0

2πrr−γ1 exp

(
− r

Rvis

)−γ2
dr. (9)

Finally, we corrected Ftot based on the inclination of

the disk. The calculated radii and Ftot values are also

presented in Table 4.

In the case of barely resolved disks, degeneracies would

cause the MCMC to not converge into a solution. Hence,

for the three sources unresolved in the Gaussian fitting

(i.e. V899 Mon, AR 6A and AR 6C), we fixed the expo-

nents to γ1 = 0 and γ2 = 50 to describe those disks with

a flat surface profile whose emission decreases steeply af-

ter a certain radius. We examined the effects of this deci-

sion by fitting one of the well resolved sources (Bran 76)

with the exponents fixed to these values, and compared

our results to those obtained with the run where all pa-

rameters were free. We found that i, PA and Ftot are the

same within their uncertainties, and Reff and Rdisk are

smaller for the run with the fixed exponents. Therefore,

we expect that in the case of the unresolved sources, the

true disk radius lies between the Reff from the visibility

fitting and the upper limit estimated from the Gaussian

fitting.

In the case of Haro 5a IRS the fitting would not con-

verge into a solution. To overcome this, we fixed both

angles (i and PA) for the two disks to the values ob-

tained in the Gaussian fitting and obtained a solution.

The cleaned images for the data, model, and residuals,

as well as the observed and model visibilities as function

of uv distance are plotted in Appendix A.

4. RADIATIVE TRANSFER MODELING

To constrain the disk parameters (especially the mass)

of each system more accurately than with a simple Gaus-

sian or analytical disk model fitting, we adopted a ra-

diative transfer (RT) model fitting approach similar to

Cieza et al. (2018). We use the RT code RADMC-3D

0.41 (Dullemond et al. 2012) with the Python interface

radmc3dPy3 to set the code input parameters for a given

model. As the luminosity of the central heating source

in young outbursting systems may not be well repre-

sented by the stellar photosphere temperature, we use

the same approach as Cieza et al. (2018) and set the

stellar blackbody temperature to 10 000 K and allow the

stellar radius, R∗, and therefore the luminosity, to be

a free parameter in the model fitting procedure4. This

will allow us to directly compare our results with those

that Cieza et al. (2018) obtained for V883 Ori, HBC 494,

V1647 Ori, and V2775 Ori.

The density profile of a trial protoplanetary disk

model is given by:

ρ =
Σ(r, φ)

Hp

√
(2π)

exp

(
− z2

2H2
p

)
, (10)

where Σ is the surface density profile, and Hp is the pres-

sure scale height. The surface density profile includes a

power-law inner disk and an exponential out tapering

(Andrews et al. 2009):

Σ(r) = Σc

(
r

Rc

)γ
exp

{
−
(
r

Rc

)2+γ
}
, (11)

where Rc is the characteristic radius of the disk, γ is the

power-law exponent of the radial surface density profile,

and Σc is a surface density a normalization factor with

Σc = (2− γ)
Mdisk

2πR2
c

. (12)

The pressure scale height is defined as:

Hp = hc

(
r

Rc

)ψ
, (13)

3 https://www.ita.uni-heidelberg.de/∼dullemond/software/
radmc-3d/manual rmcpy/index.html

4 For AR 6C, L1551 IRS 5 N, V899 Mon, V900 Mon, and V960 Mon
(all components except S), we found that using a stellar temper-
ature of 5000 K allowed for a better convergence on a best fit
model.

https://www.ita.uni-heidelberg.de/~dullemond/software/radmc-3d/manual_rmcpy/index.html
https://www.ita.uni-heidelberg.de/~dullemond/software/radmc-3d/manual_rmcpy/index.html
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Table 4. Results of visibility fitting

Name log10 I0 Rvis i PA γ1 γ2 Ftot Reff Rdisk

(Jy/sr) (′′) (◦) (◦) (mJy) (au) (au)

FUors

Haro 5a IRS 17.17+0.10
−0.11 3.05+0.27

−0.38 55 169 −0.86+0.02
−0.02 54.86+4.92

−6.80 160.65+0.17
−0.15 33+2

−2 38+2
−2

V899 Mon 10.86+0.16
−0.19 0.90+0.25

−0.21 58+23
−38 44+38

−21 0 50 1.59+0.10
−0.50 16+5

−4 19+5
−5

AR 6A 11.06+0.33
−0.27 0.69+0.30

−0.26 69+16
−27 67+47

−37 0 50 1.27+0.25
−0.86 12+5

−4 14+6
−5

AR 6B 14.13+3.56
−3.24 4.36+2.31

−1.34 72+4
−6 7+4

−4 −0.52+0.47
−0.53 106.93+48.88

−41.26 4.87+0.14
−0.15 43+4

−3 49+5
−4

V900 Mon 9.12+6.42
−5.53 0.64+0.29

−0.24 34+15
−16 181+27

−21 0.34+0.71
−0.93 45.33+39.52

−19.90 7.24+0.52
−0.16 15+2

−2 18+5
−3

V960 Mon 14.95+9.85
−8.50 0.83+0.79

−0.36 58+15
−23 88+41

−25 −0.59+1.18
−1.52 63.19+18.35

−19.93 0.74+0.14
−0.13 30+22

−15 35+25
−16

Bran 76 −0.04+3.20
−1.69 1.75+1.94

−1.01 52+9
−11 52+12

−10 1.53+0.23
−0.43 29.11+37.64

−20.16 5.84+2.13
−0.70 23+5

−7 46+18
−14

V346 Nor −0.39+0.10
−0.09 4.24+12.57

−3.17 25+5
−7 2+5

−2 1.57+0.01
−0.01 0.30+0.76

−0.24 46.90+56.17
−17.77 707+752

−567 882+690
−652

OO Ser 6.56+1.04
−1.24 3.12+1.90

−1.07 31+4
−7 32+7

−8 0.58+0.18
−0.16 43.30+29.88

−15.98 15.57+0.46
−0.32 30+3

−3 37+5
−4

HBC 687 24.01+0.44
−0.41 0.35+0.03

−0.03 56+0
−0 74+0

−0 −1.77+0.06
−0.06 20.58+1.62

−1.59 31.19+0.03
−0.03 13+1

−1 14+1
−1

Neighboring sources

Haro 5a IRS B 16.99+0.17
−0.27 2.17+0.52

−0.45 56 97 −1.04+0.04
−0.03 32.29+7.76

−6.59 12.32+0.16
−0.16 42+3

−3 47+3
−3

AR 6C 10.33+0.63
−0.43 0.94+0.56

−0.50 39+29
−26 117+44

−60 0 50 0.72+0.11
−0.17 16+9

−8 19+11
−10

AR 6D 40.10+1.13
−2.51 5.97+3.37

−2.48 84+3
−2 44+1

−2 −4.77+0.40
−0.17 126.97+74.33

−56.13 3.94+0.22
−0.18 104+5

−5 109+5
−5

V960 Mon N 11.11+14.32
−9.21 4.20+2.75

−1.41 41+9
−10 22+13

−13 −0.79+1.63
−2.11 38.13+24.41

−18.66 1.19+0.35
−1.19 237+178

−70 273+255
−82

V960 Mon E 27.32+5.83
−6.67 4.69+2.15

−1.97 60+10
−13 70+10

−11 −3.48+1.21
−1.20 72.76+33.67

−34.27 2.04+0.39
−2.04 239+124

−53 255+134
−58

V960 Mon SE 37.50+2.55
−9.37 6.03+0.78

−0.46 80+1
−1 152+1

−1 −4.53+1.51
−0.41 84.03+9.63

−16.34 6.62+0.28
−0.24 342+47

−38 361+52
−40

V346 Nor B 38.95+0.15
−0.42 13.63+12.81

−2.24 85+0
−0 150+0

−0 −4.97+0.07
−0.02 115.13+99.19

−18.18 10.39+0.34
−10.39 290+286

−212 307+303
−222

V370 Ser 1.75+4.86
−9.90 4.13+2.62

−2.37 81+6
−9 17+17

−9 0.70+0.65
−3.60 33.69+16.25

−22.23 1.11+0.71
−1.11 52+136

−27 69+186
−38

Note—The indicated parameters are the most probable values, while the uncertainties for each parameter were derived from
the 16th and 84th percentiles of their respective posterior distributions.

where hc is the ratio of the pressure scale height over ra-

dius at Rc and ψ is the degree of flaring for the disk. We

used OpacityTool
5 (Toon & Ackerman 1981; Woitke et al.

2016) to generate the dust absorption and scattering pa-

rameters. We assumed isotropic scattering. We include

0.1−3000 µm silicates and a size distribution of −3.5 as

input to calculate dust the opacities with a volume mix-

ture of 60% amorphous silicates (e.g., Dorschner et al.

1995), 15% amorphous carbon (e.g. Zubko et al. 1996),

and a 25% porosity. We further assume that a canonical

dust-to-gas mass ratio of 0.01.

To converge on the best fit model, we use a Metropolis-

Hastings Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) model

5 The OpacityTool Software was obtained from
https://dianaproject.wp.st-andrews.ac.uk/data-results-
downloads/fortran-package/

fitting approach. The free parameters considered in the

modelling are: stellar radius, R∗, the total disk mass,

Mdisk, degree of disk flaring, ψ, characteristic radius,

Rc, power law exponent of the surface density profile,

γ, scale height ratio, hc, disk inclination, inc, and the

disk position angle, PA. Given the detailed calculations

in RADMC-3D, a given trial model can become relatively

computationally expensive depending on the trial disk

parameters. Therefore we perform the MCMC mod-

elling in the image plane as we can more quickly con-

verge the the most probable values of the free parameters

(see, e.g., Booth et al. 2016; White et al. 2016). After

a trial model is computed in RADMC-3D, a 1.3 mm con-

tinuum image is then produced and projected to a trial

inclination and position angle. The trial model is then

attenuated by the primary beam and convolved with the

synthetic beam for a given observational setup. To as-

sess the likelihood of a given model, a χ2 is calculated
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as

χ2 =
(Data−Model)2

σ2
, (14)

where σ is the observed σrms for a given observation

multiplied by the synthetic beam size in pixels (see

Booth et al. 2016). A trial model is accepted if a ran-

dom number drawn from a uniform distribution [0,1] is

less than α, where

α = min(e
1
2 (χ2

i−χ
2
i+1), 1). (15)

For each system, we ran 10 chains with 1000 links each

(minus 100 for burn in). The most probable values and

68% Credible Regions are summarized in Table 5. If

the posterior distributions were Gaussian, these would

correspond to the 1σ uncertainties. The data minus

model residual plots for each system are in Appendix B.

We fit all FUors in our sample and most of the nearby

sources detected in our images with the exception of

Haro 5a IRS B, AR 6C, AR 6D, and V370 Ser due to

their low signal-to-noise ratio. In Appendix C we show

some examples for the posterior distributions.

5. RESULTS ON INDIVIDUAL OBJECTS

In the following, we discuss each of our targets indi-

vidually. We first summarize earlier results in relation

to their circumstellar properties, then describe our new

ALMA results in context of the literature. To compare

the results of the different types of modeling presented

in this paper, we refer to Appendix D. The geometri-

cal parameters from the different models are generally

in good agreement within the uncertainties (Figure 29).

However, there are significant differences between the

masses obtained from the RT modeling (Table 5) and

the estimates that simply convert the flux to mass (Ta-

ble 3).

To understand and quantify the differences, we cal-

culated the mass that is within the optically thick part

(τ > 1.0) of the disk from the best-fitting RT models for

each of our targets, along with the optically thick mass

fraction and the midplane temperature at the charac-

teristic radius (Table 6). RT masses for the FUor sam-

ple are a factor of 1.4–34 higher than the optically thin

masses, i.e., masses obtained from the fluxes assuming

50 K, and a factor of 5.7–146 higher when using the tem-

peratures from the bolometric luminosities While there

is no one-on-one correspondence between the optically

thick mass fraction and the ratio of the RT masses to

optically thin masses, they do generally correlate: the

disks with highest/lowest optically thick mass fraction

have the highest/lowest ratio between the RT and op-

tically thin masses. These indicate that (at least part

of) the disks are optically thick at 1.33 mm, and the RT

masses are higher because the raytracing takes into ac-

count optical depth effects. Therefore, the RT masses

are probably closer to the real disk masses, and in the

following, we will use them in the discussion.

L1551 IRS 5

L1551 IRS 5 is a Class 0/I FUor-like embedded ob-

ject in the Taurus star-forming region. The system is a

365 mas (51 au) protobinary surrounded by circumstel-

lar disks, circumbinary material (Cruz-Sáenz de Miera

et al. 2019, and references therein) and a massive enve-

lope (Chou et al. 2014). It drives a bipolar outflow (Wu

et al. 2009) and two jets are detected in radio (Rodŕıguez

et al. 1998) and optical/near-infrared wavelengths (Pyo

et al. 2005; Fridlund et al. 2005, and references therein).

Our observations recovered the two protostellar disks

and resolved the circumbinary emission. The differ-

ent components of the system were already analyzed by

Cruz-Sáenz de Miera et al. (2019), and here we will use

their reported disk properties and compare them with

the rest of our sample. For the Gaussian fitting, Cruz-

Sáenz de Miera et al. (2019) separated the Northern

disk into two components to avoid contamination from

circumbinary material, and their fitted parameters for

both disks match those from 7 mm VLA observations

with higher angular resolution (Lim et al. 2016). For

the radiative transfer fitting, we used a single compo-

nent to model each protostellar disk and, in the case of

the Northern disk, this causes differences in the incli-

nation and position angle between the Gaussian fitting

and the radiative transfer. For the total disk masses in

Table 3 we made different assumptions on the disk tem-

perature than Cruz-Sáenz de Miera et al. (2019). They

used the brightness temperature as a proxy for the disk

temperature and obtained 160 K and 100 K for the N

and S disks, respectively, whereas here we estimated the

disk temperature from the bolometric luminosity and

obtained 101 K and 77 K, respectively.

Taking into account both our and the literature data,

we can conclude that the two cirucmstellar disks have

the same inclinations and positions angles, and our best

estimate for them are i = 44◦ and PA= 158◦. These

disks are the smallest in our sample. This is not sur-

prising if we consider that this is the closest separation

binary in our sample and dynamical effects might have

truncated the circumstellar disks. From our radiative

transfer modeling, we obtained a disk mass of 0.24M�
for the disk of the N component. Interestingly, the S

component, which is not outbursting, has a disk which

is almost an order of magnitude less massive.
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Table 5. Results of RADMC-3D fitting

Name R∗ Mdisk ψ Rc γ hc i PA

(R�) (M�) (au) (Rc) (◦) (◦)

FUors

L1551 IRS 5 N 3.57 0.24 1.99 16 −0.00038 0.97 79 62

[3.38, 5.05] [0.16, 0.28] [1.61, 1.99] [15, 18] [−0.39, −0.00018] [0.82, 0.98] [69, 83] [56, 108]

Haro 5a IRS 7.35 0.38 0.52 69 −0.31 0.49 68 155

[4.36, 7.37] [0.36, 0.61] [0.25, 1.34] [57, 79] [−1.08, −0.17] [0.44, 0.78] [54, 76] [150, 170]

V899 Mon 6.39 0.030 0.21 21 −0.32 0.20 41 75

[2.42, 6.57] [0.018, 0.056] [0.21, 1.52] [14, 40] [−1.56, −0.28] [ 0.20, 0.77] [ 14, 53] [46, 115]

AR 6A 2.61 0.080 0.63 29 −0.63 0.13 75 83

[2.02, 3.04] [0.038, 0.10] [0.39, 1.27] [27, 51] [−1.45, −0.29] [0.11, 0.71] [22, 77] [55, 90]

AR 6B 3.01 0.011 1.37 20 −0.42 0.73 84 71

[1.83, 7.67] [0.0052, 0.024] [0.45, 1.73] [14, 48] [−1.34, −0.23] [0.15, 0.81] [14, 79] [26, 162]

V900 Mon 3.66 0.30 0.53 22 −0.11 0.82 14 89

[3.43, 6.76] [0.24, 0.47] [0.37, 1.55] [18, 40] [−1.52, −0.04] [ 0.44, 0.85] [10, 46] [66, 121]

V960 Mon 1.69 0.17 0.63 46 −0.64 0.48 15 96

[1.68, 6.45] [0.066, 0.27] [0.31, 1.60] [32, 89] [−1.39, −0.32] [0.21, 0.80] [12, 69] [34, 139]

Bran 76 1.09 0.16 1.58 27 −0.077 0.29 20 102

[1.05, 2.14] [0.089, 0.23] [0.42, 1.65] [19, 41] [−0.70, −0.068] [0.27, 0.73] [17, 68] [46, 119]

V346 Nor 1.95 0.18 0.30 49 −0.15 0.41 20 105

[1.59, 2.21] [0.15, 0.23] [0.098, 0.61] [48, 104] [−0.48, −0.082] [0.33, 0.84] [10, 30] [90, 107]

OO Ser 2.80 0.025 0.21 25 −0.1 0.78 74 62

[2.42, 5.10] [0.022, 0.048] [0.20, 1.59] [22, 46] [−1.40, −0.19] [0.51, 0.90] [16, 74] [−34, 177]

HBC 687 2.61 0.053 1.36 17 −0.21 0.67 37 66

[2.48, 6.34] [0.040, 0.063] [0.53, 1.69] [13, 24] [−1.48, −0.20] [0.32, 0.80] [21, 70] [40, 130]

Neighboring sources

L1551 IRS 5 S 3.58 0.028 0.32 11 −1.26 0.16 44 121

[2.11, 6.74] [0.012, 0.039] [0.30, 1.62] [9, 20] [−1.64, −0.33] [0.15, 0.79] [13, 50] [64, 122]

V960 Mon N 5.24 0.13 1.37 77 −0.42 0.63 60 12

[1.84, 6.65] [0.081, 0.30] [ 0.51, 1.69] [50, 156] [−1.52, −0.32] [0.19, 0.80] [18, 74] [2, 140]

V960 Mon S 7.20 0.29 1.52 292 −1.65 0.29 54 168

[4.25, 12.73] [0.20, 0.52] [0.85, 1.67] [132, 318] [−1.78, −1.18] [0.23, 0.62] [44, 68] [165, 183]

V960 Mon E 2.09 0.19 1.26 74 −0.63 0.70 19 91

[1.32, 6.63] [0.11, 0.28] [0.38, 1.69] [58, 76] [−1.49, −0.32] [0.124, 0.87] [12, 66] [73, 110]

V346 Nor B 2.85 0.55 0.62 145 −1.05 0.48 66 142

[2.76, 6.52] [0.33, 0.77] [0.26, 1.16] [136, 163] [−1.32, −0.45] [0.34, 0.79] [57, 74] [134, 154]

Note—The indicated parameters are the most probable values, while the ranges in the square brackets show the 68% Credible
Region for each parameter.

HARO 5A IRS

Haro 5a IRS is an embedded FUor-like object in the

Orion Nebula Cluster, located between two sides of a

bipolar nebula, Haro 5a to the west and Haro 6a to the

east (Reipurth & Aspin 1997b). Haro 5a and 6a are sep-

arated by a high extinction ridge that hides the young

stellar object at optical wavelengths, but Haro 5a IRS

is well detected at longer wavelengths, e.g., in the mid-

and far-infrared (IRAS 05329−0505, MIR 10, Nielbock

et al. 2003, HOPS 84, Fischer et al. 2010) and in

the (sub)millimeter (OMC3 MMS 7, Chini et al. 1997,

OMC3 SMM 11, Takahashi et al. 2013).

Haro 5a IRS is surrounded by a large amount of cir-

cumstellar material. ALMA 3 mm continuum observa-

tions by Kainulainen et al. (2017) suggest a total mass
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Table 6. Mass fraction of the RT generated disk
that is optically thick (τ1.3mm > 1.0) and midplane
temperature at the characteristic radius.

Name Mdisk Mτ>1.0
Mτ>1.0

Mdisk
TRC

(M�) (M�) (K)

L1551 IRS 5 N 0.24 0.12 0.48 130

Haro 5a IRS 0.38 0.10 0.27 125

V899 Mon 0.030 0.0093 0.31 51

AR 6A 0.080 0.041 0.51 60

AR 6B∗ 0.011 . . . <0.01 210

V900 Mon 0.30 0.19 0.64 110

V960 Mon 0.17 0.0093 0.055 33

Bran 76 0.16 0.065 0.41 82

V346 Nor 0.18 0.050 0.28 68

OO Ser∗ 0.025 . . . <0.01 220

HBC 687 0.053 0.014 0.26 240

Note—(*) These RT generated disks were com-
pletely optically thin, likely due to the combination
of large scale heights and lower relative mass, and
therefore we write the optically thick mass fraction
as < 0.01.

of 1.9M� (using 20 K, κν = 0.1(ν/1000 GHz)β cm2g−1,

β = 1.5, and a gas-to-dust ratio of 100). Using opti-

cally thin 13CO J=3–2 line observations, Kóspál et al.

(2017a) obtained 1.2M�. Considering the uncertainties

in dust opacities and optical depth, these numbers are

fairly consistent with each other.

In accordance to the bipolar nebula nature of the ob-

ject, it is not surprising that our ALMA data shows that

the disk of Haro 5a IRS is inclined (55–68◦). Based on

our radiative transfer model, we obtained a total disk

mass of 0.38M�, while its characteristic radius is 69 au.

Both of these parameters are the largest in our FUor

sample.

We detected a nearby source at a distance of 0.′′70 to

the southwest (PA=209◦) of Haro 5a IRS, which has

not been reported earlier in the literature. We call this

source Haro 5a IRS B. Our ALMA line data indicate

CO emission from this source at approximately the same

velocities as Haro 5a IRS itself (Kóspál et al. in prep.),

suggesting that they form a physical pair. Their pro-

jected separation corresponds to 273 au. Haro 5a IRS B

is fainter and not as well resolved as Haro 5a IRS, there-

fore it must correspond to a less massive disk.

V899 MON

V899 Mon was classified as a young eruptive star by

Ninan et al. (2015) with photometric and spectroscopic

properties that fall between those of classical FUors and

EXors. They compiled the SED of the object and mod-

eled it using the SED fitter tool of Robitaille et al. (2007)

considering data points only up to 70µm. They found a

disk mass between 10−5 and 10−3M� and an envelope

mass between 10−7 and 10−5M�, depending on whether

they used quiescent or outburst photometry. Because

the SED of V899 Mon shows a curious dip at 70µm and

increases again until 160µm, Ninan et al. (2015) inter-

preted this as a separate clump, possibly an envelope

component with a large inner cavity. They obtained

20-23M� for the mass of this component. Following

Kóspál et al. (2017a), we used optically thin 13CO line

observations from APEX to convert the observed line

fluxes to total gas mass assuming local thermodynamic

equilibrium and 20 K temperature, integrated over an

10 000 au radius area. We obtained 0.24M�, which is

between the values published for the disk and the far-

infrared envelope component by Ninan et al. (2015).

Our ALMA observations suggest that V899 Mon is

among the less massive FUor disks in our sample, only

AR 6B and OO Ser has smaller disk masses. It has a

moderate characteristic radius. Although the Gauss fit-

ter in casaviewer found the object to be a point source,

our visibility-space fitting and radiative transfer model-

ing could measure its size. As opposed to Ninan et al.

(2016), who derived an inclination of 10◦, i.e., an almost

face-on geometry from optical spectroscopy, our ALMA

data shows an intermediate inclination (41–58◦). The

small mass we measure with ALMA is in contrast with

the massive envelope suggested by the far-infrared and

submillimeter SED shape. Although our ALMA data

recover all emission up to 5.′′9 (or about 4500 au), we do

not detect the suspected envelope component. This may

be a sensitivity issue if the envelope has a very low sur-

face brightness, or this component may be too extended

and is filtered out even with the ALMA 7m array. In-

deed, Ninan et al. (2015) wrote that the source’s FWHM

is 50′′ in the Herschel/SPIRE 500µm image. Since the

FWHM of SPIRE at this wavelength is only 35.′′2, this

hints at an envelope that extends at least about 35′′ or

several times ten thousand au.

AR 6A/6B

Although no eruption was observed for them, both

AR 6A and AR 6B were classified as FUors based on

their spectroscopic similarities to FU Ori and PP 13S*

by Aspin & Reipurth (2003). However, Connelley &

Reipurth (2018) noticed that their spectrum of AR 6A,

obtained more than ten years after that of Aspin &
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Reipurth (2003), shows fewer of the spectral charac-

teristics required for a FUor-like classification, sug-

gesting significant spectral variability. Connelley &

Reipurth (2018) did not find convincing evidence to clas-

sify AR 6B as a FUor-like object either. They classify

both AR 6A and AR 6B as peculiar objects.

The objects are located in the NGC 2264 cluster,

which is part of the Mon OB1 East giant molecular

cloud. Forbrich et al. (2010) presented a Spitzer/IRS

spectrum for AR 6A and found ice absorption features

and strong PAH emission in the 5–38µm range. They

constructed the SED of the object and tried to fit it us-

ing the SED fitter tool of Robitaille et al. (2007), but

found that it was not well fitted by the models and did

not give model parameters. On the other hand, Gra-

majo et al. (2014) could fit both AR 6A and AR 6B

with Robitaille et al. (2007) models, and found the fol-

lowing disk and envelope masses: for AR 6A Mdisk =

0.34M�, Menv = 0.20M�, for AR 6B Mdisk = 0.37M�,

Menv = 0.01M�. Using APEX CO observations, Kóspál

et al. (2017a) found that there is no distinct peak in the

CO emission at the stellar position, concluded that the

CO emission are most likely not associated with these

sources, and could only give an upper limit of 1.3M�
for the total gas mass using the optically thin 13CO(3–2)

line.

We clearly detect both AR 6A and AR 6B in our

ALMA images. At 1.33 mm, AR 6B is the brightest

target, then comes AR 6A, and even AR 6C is detected

at a ∼7σ level. The disks of AR 6A and AR 6B are not

particularly large or massive, compared to the rest of

our FUor sample. In fact, AR 6B has the least massive

disk within our FUor sample. We measure separations

of 2.′′71 (A–B), 0.′′89 (A–C), and 2.′′18 (B–C). For com-

parison, Aspin & Reipurth (2003) measured a separation

of 2.′′8 between A–B and 0.′′85 between A–C in Subaru

near-infrared JHK ′ images. We detected an additional

source 4.′′43 to the southwest (PA = 244◦) of AR 6B at

a ∼40σ level, which we have labeled AR 6D.

V900 MON

V900 Mon went into eruption some time between 1953

and 2009 (Reipurth et al. 2012). Based on this, as well

as various spectroscopic characteristics, it is classified

as a bona fide FUor by Connelley & Reipurth (2018).

According to Reipurth et al. (2012), V900 Mon is a

Class I-type young stellar object embedded in a cool

envelope. Its SED, if corrected for AV = 13 mag extinc-

tion, is remarkably similar to that of FU Ori. Kóspál

et al. (2017a) measured the object with APEX in dif-

ferent CO lines but found no distinct CO peak towards

the stellar position, suggesting a rather low-mass enve-

lope. Therefore, an upper limit of 0.1M� for the total

mass of the circumstellar material was given. Based on

modeling the SED with Robitaille et al. (2007) models,

Gramajo et al. (2014) found a disk mass of 0.2M� and

an envelope mass of 0.072M�.

Based on ALMA data, Takami et al. (2019) analyzed

the morphology and kinematics of the circumstellar mat-

ter around V900 Mon at 104 au spatial scale. The 12CO

emission indicated an extended bipolar outflow in the

east-west direction. The 13CO emission traced com-

pressed gas in the cavity wall. The C18O emission re-

vealed a rotating envelope.

We clearly detected V900 Mon in our ALMA contin-

uum image. No other millimeter sources are present in

the field of view of the primary beam. With a mass of

0.3M� and characteristic radius of 22 au, it has a small

and massive disk. The disk is seen under a modest in-

clination between 14◦ and 34◦ depending on the type of

model fitting. The Gaussian and visibility space fitting

suggests that the orientation of the major axis of the disk

is close to north-south, which means that the molecular

outflow seen by Takami et al. (2019) is perpendicular to

the disk.

V960 MON

V960 Mon went into outburst in 2014 and shows all

the necessary spectral properties of a bona fide FUor

(Kóspál et al. 2015 and references therein, Connelley &

Reipurth 2018). Based on periodic oscillations in the

outburst light curve, Hackstein et al. (2015) suggests

that it is a close binary. Kóspál et al. (2015) studied

the SED of the progenitor and found that it indicates

the presence of a moderately flared disk and an outer

envelope in the system, whose total mass is between

0.1–0.7M�, if we scale it to the new Gaia distance of

1574 pc from the previously assumed 450 pc.

We detect several millimeter sources in our ALMA

image. V960 Mon itself is clearly detected, just like

V960 Mon N (5.′′53 away at PA = 15◦) and V960 Mon SE

(8.′′45 away at PA = 152◦), two nearby sources identified

previously in infrared images (Kóspál et al. 2015). None

of the T Tauri candidates listed in Kóspál et al. (2015)

are detected in the millimeter. One more millimeter

source to the east of V960 Mon, V960 Mon E (5.′′36

away at PA = 97◦), has no known infrared counterpart.

Caratti o Garatti et al. (2015) reported a companion at

a separation of 227 mas and PA of 131◦ detected using

VLT/SINFONI at near-infrared wavelengths, as well as

a bump to the southwest of V960 Mon. In our ALMA

image, we do not detect the bump. In the residuals of

the visibility fitting for this target (Figure 10), there

are residuals over 5σ at the same position angle but
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slightly closer (155 mas) than the companion discovered

by Caratti o Garatti et al. (2015). Considering that

our ALMA observations were taken within two years

of the SINFONI data, it is unlikely that the millimeter

emission in our residual map can be associated with this

companion.

Our modeling suggests that within our FUor sample,

V960 Mon has a rather large disk with an average mass.

The disk’s position angle is close to east-west, and its

inclination is between 15◦ and 61◦, depending on the

type of model fitting. APEX observations of the CO

emission from this source suggests an outflow oriented

along the line of sight (Cruz-Sáenz de Miera et al. in

prep.), which favors the more face-on geometry for the

disk.

BRAN 76

Bran 76 was classified as a FUor by Eisloeffel et al.

(1990) based on high-resolution optical spectra. Con-

nelley & Reipurth (2018) confirmed that its infrared

characteristics are also FUor-like, although no outburst

was ever observed. Reipurth et al. (2002) noted that

it has been slowly fading since 1983, although photo-

graphic plates from 1900 and 1927 suggest that the fad-

ing rate must have been lower earlier. Its SED is con-

sistent with a steady accretion disk model shortward of

10µm. At longer wavelengths there is excess emission

due to an envelope, whose luminosity is intermediate be-

tween that of FU Ori and V1057 Cyg. Earlier APEX

observations indicate a moderate mass envelope in the

system (0.02M�, Kóspál et al. 2017a) and no molecular

outflow.

We clearly detected Bran 76 in the 1.33 mm contin-

uum with ALMA. Our modeling suggests that it has an

average disk size and mass within the observed FUor

sample. The disk has an intermediate inclination. We

do not see any other source in the primary beam, but the

residuals in Figure 11 hint at some extended emission at

several hundred au scale, possibly from the envelope.

V346 NOR

V346 Nor was the fifth object that was discovered to

undergo a FUor outburst (Reipurth 1985). It brightened

some time between 1976 and 1980, reached peak bright-

ness in 1992, showed a deep minimum in 2010–11, and is

currently brightening again (Kraus et al. 2016; Kóspál

et al. 2017b, 2020b). In Kóspál et al. (2017c) we an-

alyzed earlier 1′′ resolution ALMA 1.3 mm continuum,

as well as 12CO, 13CO and C18O J = 2–1 line obser-

vations of V346 Nor and found that it is surrounded

by a 10 000 au envelope with an outflow cavity. The

central ∼700 au part of the circumstellar matter forms

a flattened pseudo-disk where material is infalling with

conserved angular momentum. Within about 350 au,

the velocity profile is more consistent with a disk in Ke-

plerian rotation. The infall rate from the envelope onto

the disk is 6× 10−6M�yr−1, which is a factor of a few

higher than the quiescent accretion rate from the disk

onto the star. This hints at a mismatch between the

infall and accretion rates as the cause of the eruption.

From our RT modeling we obtained a characteristic

radius of 49 au, which suggests that the detected emis-

sion is dominated by the inner part of the Keplerian

disk. With its Mdisk = 0.18M�, the disk of V346 Nor

is among the most massive FUor disks. This disk mass

is on the same order of magnitude as the protostellar

mass.

An earlier, lower spatial resolution ALMA continuum

image (fig. 1 in Kóspál et al. 2017c) revealed faint ex-

tended emission around the star that seem to follow the

outflow cavity walls. We detect extended emission in

our new ALMA images, although with low signal-to-

noise ratio, especially to the northwest of the source.

The extension of this faint emission causes our single-

component visibility-space fitting to flatten out (i.e., low

value of γ2) causing Reff and Rdisk to reach hundreds of

au. To estimate the radius of the compact disk that can

be compared with the modeling done in the image-space,

we run another fit using a two-component model. This

model gives Reff = 21 au and Rdisk = 25 au, somewhat

smaller values than either the Gaussian or the RT fits.

The extended component reaches out to ∼300 au, which

matches the ∼0.′′5 extension seen in the continuum maps

(Figure 1 and Figure 12). We also detected V346 Nor B,

a deeply embedded protostar Kóspál et al. (2017c) dis-

covered in the earlier ALMA data set at a separation of

15.′′2.

OO SER

OO Ser is a deeply embedded pre-main sequence star

that went into outburst in 1995 and faded back to qui-

escence on a ∼8 years time scale (Hodapp et al. 1996,

2012; Kóspál et al. 2007). Kóspál et al. (2007) compiled

its broad-band SED for different epochs and found data

until 200µm, although the longer wavelength points suf-

fer from source confusion due to nearby sources like

V370 Ser, V371 Ser, EC 38, and SMM9. Deep ice

absorption features in the infrared spectrum suggests

the presence of a thick cold envelope (Kóspál et al.

2007). The optical depth of the 9.7µm silicate feature

implies AV = 42 mag. OO Ser is clearly visible in a

JCMT/SCUBA 850µm image by Yoo et al. (2017), but

they did not give its flux or determined its mass. Kóspál

et al. (2017a) detected CO line emission with APEX and
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determined a total circumstellar mass of 0.6M� using

the optically thin 13CO J = 3 − 2 line flux. Although

the CO line profiles showed high-velocity wings, the spa-

tial resolution of APEX was not sufficient to disentangle

which sources drive molecular outflows in this region.

On the other hand, Hodapp (1999) found H2 S(1) emis-

sion to the east of OO Ser, suggesting jet activity.

We detect two millimeter sources in our image, OO Ser

and V370 Ser (at a distance of 11.′′78 to the north of

OO Ser, at PA of 7.◦6). OO Ser has a relatively low-

mass, small disk within our FUor sample. It has the

second smallest disk mass after AR 6B. The disk has an

intermediate inclination and a position angle between

32◦ and 62◦, depending on the type of model fitting.

OO Ser has a bipolar reflection nebula (Hodapp et al.

1996), extending in the east-west direction. If we in-

terpret this as the outflow direction, and if the disk is

perpendicular to that, then the scattered light morphol-

ogy supports the lower position angle for the disk.

HBC 687

Although it displayed no outburst, HBC 687 (also

known as Parsamian 21) was first classified as a FUor-

like object based on spectroscopic properties by Staude

& Neckel (1992), later confirmed by Connelley &

Reipurth (2018). Kóspál et al. (2008) obtained near-

infrared polarimetric images of the scattered light neb-

ula in the system and found a circumstellar envelope

with a polar cavity and an edge-on disk with a position

angle of 78◦±4◦. The disk seems to be geometrically flat

and extends from approximately 48 to 360 au from the

star. The SED of HBC 687 is consistent with this pic-

ture (see also Gramajo et al. 2014). APEX observations

bt Kóspál et al. (2017a) revealed a relatively tenuous en-

velope around the system, with a total mass of 0.01M�
measured within 10 000 au of the central star using the

optically thin 13CO(3–2) line.

With ALMA we detected a single source at the stellar

position. Our modeling suggests a modest disk mass and

rather small disk size within our FUor sample. While

the millimeter emitting disk seems to be more inclined

than perfectly edge-on, its position angle is consistent

with what is seen in scattered light (Kóspál et al. 2008).

6. DISCUSSION

6.1. Diversity of the circumstellar matter of FUors

FUor envelopes are predicted to exhibit large diversity,

depending on how far they are in the dispersal process

during the FUor phase. Indeed, Quanz et al. (2007)

and Kóspál et al. (2020a) found both FUors showing

10µm silicate absorption (younger, more embedded ob-

jects), and FUors with silicate emission (objects with

envelopes that are already partly opened up, enabling

direct view on the surface of the accretion disk). A sim-

ilar evolutionary sequence was outlined by Green et al.

(2006) based on the amount of far-infrared excess, which

traces the dust mass in the envelope. Concerning the gas

component, Kóspál et al. (2017a) found a similar divi-

sion between younger and more evolved FUors based on

single-dish millimeter CO data.

Envelopes play a significant role in the outburst

physics, by both replenishing the disk material after each

outburst and sustaining gravitational instability, the key

ingredient of several outburst models (Zhu et al. 2009;

Vorobyov & Basu 2005, 2010, 2015; Kuffmeier et al.

2018). ALMA already made an important contribu-

tion in mapping the envelope structure of a few selected

FUors, resulting in the discovery of the widest outflow

cavity in a Class I object known to date (HBC 494, Rúız-

Rodŕıguez et al. 2017), and the first clear detection of

the transition from an infalling envelope to a rotating

disk in a FUor (V346 Nor, Kóspál et al. 2017c). How-

ever, in such diverse class of objects, general conclusions

cannot be drawn from data on a limited number of ob-

jects and a complete, deep, and homogeneous survey is

indispensable.

FUor disks are also expected to display a large diver-

sity while evolving from a Class I massive accretion disk

towards the passive protoplanetary phase. While it is

challenging to observationally separate disks from rem-

nant circumstellar envelopes, earlier studies in the liter-

ature based on (sub)mm interferometry indeed revealed

very different disk masses in FUors (in the range of 0.007

– 0.3M�, see L1551 IRS 5 in Takakuwa et al. 2004,

PP 13S* in Pérez et al. 2010, V883 Ori in Cieza et al.

2016, HBC 494 in Rúız-Rodŕıguez et al. 2017, FU Ori

in Hales et al. 2015 and Pérez et al. 2020, or V2775 Ori

in Zurlo et al. 2017). As a new example, our group is

studying HBC 722, a FUor where the disk remained un-

detected with SMA and IRAM (Dunham & Vorobyov

2012; Kóspál et al. 2016), but could be detected with

ALMA, obtaining a total disk mass of 0.01M� (Xi et al.

2020). This large variety in disk properties might imply

different outburst mechanisms for objects in different

evolutionary stages or with different disk structures.

6.2. Differences between FUor and Class I/II disks

Episodic accretion during the pre-main sequence stel-

lar evolution may be common (e.g., Audard et al.

2014). This is supported by the observational fact that

accretion-related outbursts can be observed for YSOs

of various evolutionary state from the very embedded

to the disk only. Also, accretion outburst are observed

for YSOs of various protostellar masses from .0.1M�
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(V346 Nor in Kóspál et al. 2017c or OO Ser in Ho-

dapp et al. 1996) to 20M� (S255IR NIRS 3 in Caratti

o Garatti et al. 2017). Therefore, it is a highly relevant

question whether the disk properties of eruptive YSOs

are in any way different from the disks of normal YSOs

not showing signs of present or past outburst. Our cur-

rent study provides an opportunity to inspect this fur-

ther by comparing the disk parameters we obtained from

our radiative transfer modeling of FUors to samples of

regular Class I or Class II disks modeled in a similar way.

To compare disk properties between FUors and regu-

lar YSOs, we take the Class II comparison sample from

Andrews et al. (2010), who observed 16 T Tauri disks

with the SMA in the Ophiuchus star-forming region. We

chose this sample because they were fitted with the same

disk profile and RT models as our sample of FUors (sec-

tion 4).

For a Class I comparison sample, we took the results

of Sheehan & Eisner (2014, 2017a,b), who observed ob-

jects mostly in Taurus and one source in Ophiuchus.

Their disk modeling employed a pure power-law surface

density profile without an exponential taper. We numer-

ically compared their surface density profiles with ours

(Eqn. 11), and found that using the outer disk radius

Rdisk from Sheehan & Eisner (2017a) as our characteris-

tic radius Rc, we would get very similar surface density

profiles and identical total disk masses. Therefore, in

lack of any work for Class I disks using exactly the same

model as here, the parameters from Sheehan & Eisner

(2014, 2017a,b) are the most comparable to ours.

To extend the FUor sample, we searched the literature

for other FUors modeled in a way similar to ours. We

found that PP 13S* from Pérez et al. (2010), V883 Ori,

HBC 494, V1647 Ori, and V2775 Ori from Cieza et al.

(2018), and FU Ori from Pérez et al. (2020) can be added

to our sample, although for PP 13S* we first had to

calculate Rc, because Pérez et al. (2010) normalized the

surface brightness profile in a different way (their Rt =

13 au corresponds to Rc = 30 au). In the following, we

work with these 17 FUors, 16 Class II objects, and 11

Class I objects.

In Figure 2, we show the total disk mass as function

of the characteristic radius. The FUors presented here,

along with FUors from the literature, show a clear sepa-

ration both from typical T Tauri disks and from typical

Class I disks in that they are more massive and more

compact. For normal Class I/II disks, there is a sig-

nificant correlation between disk mass and disk radius

(Pearson, Spearman, and Kendall correlation statistics

give coefficients in the range of 0.42–0.82, with very low

probabilities of 0.0005-0.05 of the null hypothesis of no

correlation). To guide the eye, we fitted a line using
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Figure 3. Histograms and cumulative distributions of
disk masses and disk radii from radiative transfer model-
ing. FUors include the sample presented here and FUors
from Pérez et al. (2010), Cieza et al. (2018), and Pérez et al.
(2020). Class II and Class I disks are the same as in Figure 2.
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Table 7. P-values of various two sample statistical tests

Statistical test FUors/Class II FUors/Class I Class II/Class I FUors/Class II FUors/Class I Class II/Class I

disk masses disk masses disk masses disk radii disk radii disk radii

Kolmogorov-Smirnov test 0.0254 0.0214 0.9997 0.1967 0.0348 0.3738

Wilcoxon rank sum test 0.0069 0.0090 0.9410 0.0660 0.0016 0.0641

Welch Two Sample t-test 0.0136 0.0123 0.8594 0.0252 0.0291 0.0872

an Ordinary Least Squares-Bisector Regression method

for these comparison samples. Class II disks follow a

mass radius relation of Mdisk ∝ R1.40
c and Class I disks

Mdisk ∝ R0.99
c . All FUors in Figure 2 are located above

these average trends for the comparison samples. In

Figure 3, we plotted histograms and cumulative distri-

butions for the masses and radii of the three samples.

These graphs also suggest that FUor disks are generally

more massive and smaller in size than the disks of either

Class II or Class I objects.

To quantify whether the mass or radius of the differ-

ent samples follow the same distribution (null hypothe-

sis), we run various two-sample tests using the R soft-

ware (R Core Team 2021). Table 7 shows the resulting

probabilities of the null hypothesis for the Two-sample

Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, the Wilcoxon rank sum ex-

act test, and the Welch Two Sample t-test. The re-

sults suggest that the mass distribution of FUor disks

are significantly different from both that of the Class II

or Class I disks. The mass distribution of Class II and

Class I disks, on the other hand, seem to be similar.

This is supported by their cumulative distributions in

the lower left panel of Figure 3 as well. Concerning the

disk radii, all three samples are different, with the FUor

disks being the most compact and the Class I disk being

the largest (see also the lower right panel of Figure 3).

Our results suggest that FUor disks differ from Class I

or Class II disks in the distribution of their masses and

radii. For the merged FUor sample used in Figures 2–3,

the median FUor disk radius is 27 au, while the me-

dian FUor disk mass is 0.08M�. The respective values

for the comparison samples are: median disk radius for

Class I disks is 127 au, for Class II disks is 40 au, median

disk mass for Class I is 0.02M� and for Class II disks

is 0.03M�. Therefore, while individual FUor disks may

be large and not very massive, the whole sample on av-

erage is more compact (by a factor of 1.5–4.7) and more

massive (by a factor of 2.9–4.4) than the disks around

Class I or Class II objects.

6.3. Gravitational instability in FUor disks
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Figure 4. Stellar mass as a function of disk mass (both in
M�). Orange dots indicate FUors from this work, green dots
are objects from the literature. Light blue shading indicates
the area where the disk is relatively massive compared to
the host star (Mdisk/M∗ ≥ 0.1), and thus most likely to be
gravitationally unstable. The dotted curve marks the disk
to steller mass ratio above which gravitational instability-
induced substructures are readily detectable. V899 Mon is
actually outside of the plotted region at M∗ = 2.0M�.

The more massive and moderately more compact na-

ture of the FUor disks could yield insight into the source

of the episodic accretion that drives the outbursts.

While the exact mechanisms that cause enhanced ac-

cretion of disk material onto the protostar are still un-

known, it may be triggered if the disk becomes gravita-

tionally unstable, possibly in combination with magne-

torotational instability (Armitage et al. 2001; Lodato

& Clarke 2004; Vorobyov & Basu 2006, 2010; Boley

& Durisen 2008; Zhu et al. 2009; Martin & Lubow

2011; Bae et al. 2014; Kadam et al. 2019). This sce-

nario most likely occurs in relatively massive disks when

Mdisk/M∗≥0.1 (Kratter & Lodato 2016). The actual cri-

terion is closer to Mdisk/M∗≥H/r, i.e., if the Mdisk/M∗
ratio is greater than or equal to the disk aspect ratio (the

disk scale height over the characteristic radius). More
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Table 8. Gravitational instability as calculated by four different metrics.

Name Mdisk M∗ Mdisk/M∗ > 0.1 MDisk/M∗ > 0.25 Mdisk/M∗ > H/r Q(r) < 1.4 Qmin r(Qmin)

(M�) (M�) (au)

L1551 IRS 5 N 0.24 0.25 Y Y Y Y 0.71 19

Haro 5a IRS 0.38 0.6 Y Y Y Y 0.75 95

V899 Mon 0.030 2.0 N N N N 7.4 17

AR 6A 0.080 0.6 Y N Y N 2.5 24

AR 6B 0.011 0.6 N N N N 27 22

V900 Mon 0.30 0.6 Y Y N Y 0.74 29

V960 Mon 0.17 0.75 Y N N Y 0.90 46

Bran 76 0.16 0.6 Y Y N Y 1.3 27

V346 Nor 0.18 0.1 Y Y Y Y 0.52 55

OO Ser 0.025 < 0.1 Y Y N N < 5.4 29

HBC 687 0.053 0.6 N N N N 5.6 17

Total # of gravitationally unstable disks 8 6 3 6

accurately, gravitational instability occurs if the value

of Toomre’s Q parameter is Q = csΩ/πGΣ . 1.4, where

cs is the sound speed, Ω is the epicyclic frequency for a

Keplerian disk, and Σ is the column density at a given

radius in the disk. Gravitationally unstable disks are

expected to develop substructures like spiral arms (e.g.,

Durisen et al. 2007; Kratter & Lodato 2016). Numerical

simulations by Hall et al. (2019) indicate that gravita-

tional instability-induced spiral structures are only de-

tectable when Mdisk/M∗≥0.25.

To check these criteria for our sample, we collected

stellar mass estimates for FUors from the literature.

We used < 0.1M� for OO Ser (Hodapp et al. 1996),

0.3M� for L1551 IRS 5 (Osorio et al. 2003), 0.75M�
for V960 Mon (Kóspál et al. 2015), 2M� for V899 Mon

(Ninan et al. 2015), 0.1M� for V346 Nor (Kóspál et al.
2017c), 0.6M� for FU Ori (Pérez et al. 2020). For ob-

jects without published stellar mass, we assumed the

same value as for FU Ori, 0.6M�. For all calculations,

the RT disk masses were used. To calculate cs and Ω, we

used the RT temperature and density profiles. Table 8

shows whether a disk satisfies any of the four criteria

mentioned above and the number of disks that are grav-

itationally unstable based on these metrics.

We plotted the stellar masses as a function of the disk

mass in Figure 4. Here, we complemented our sample

with objects from the literature. TheMdisk/M∗≥0.1 and

Mdisk/M∗≥0.25 criteria (for likely instability and for the

appearance of substructures, respectively) are indicated

by dashed and dotted curves in this figure. Interest-

ingly, while some FUors clearly satisfy the stricter cri-

terion, we do not detect such structures in our targets.

The reason for this may be that the spatial resolution of

our ALMA observations is insufficient to resolve the ex-

pected substructures in these relatively distant objects.

Alternatively, the ongoing burst might have sent out

an expansion wave through the disk and smeared out

the preexisting spiral structure, as recently proposed by

Vorobyov et al. (2020).

Figure 4 shows that 11 out of a sample of 17 FUors

(65%) are in the gravitational instability region. Even if

we only consider objects with published stellar masses,

there are 7 FUors out of 10 (70%) that may have grav-

itationally unstable disks, suggesting that gravitational

instability may be an important factor in driving the

outbursts. On the other hand, V899 Mon, FU Ori, and

possibly AR 6A and HBC 687 as well, seem to har-

bor gravitationally stable disks, and triggering their out-

bursts may need some other mechanisms.

6.4. Implications for the ubiquity of the FUor

phenomenon

We discussed previously that FUor disks are on av-

erage more compact and more massive than the disks

around Class I or Class II objects. This conclusion has

important implications and raises interesting questions.

One possible interpretation of these results is that there

is a phase of the circumstellar disk evolution when the

disk structure temporarily deviates from the typical one,

forms a new structure in which it can produce outbursts,

then relaxes back to a normal disk structure.

Alternatively, FUor eruptions may happen in normal

disks, but the outburst itself (the increased accretion

heating, the enhanced wind activity, etc.) transforms

the disk structure from normal into the special one we
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observe around eruptive stars. In these cases, it is a

question what physical mechanism can make the disks

smaller and their masses larger (especially in later evo-

lutionary phases when replenishment from the envelope

is not significant any more).

Finally, it may be possible that some disks are born

with smaller radius and larger mass than usual, and later

they follow a particular evolutionary path that leads to

episodic eruptions. Numerical simulations suggest that

this may be the consequence of delayed infall from a

slowly rotating envelope (Vorobyov et al. 2015). If FUor

disks are born special and follow a special evolutionary

path, we would need to accept that not all YSOs go

through FUor eruptions.

While it is often assumed that all YSOs undergo FUor

eruptions, our results raise the possibility that they form

instead a special class of young stellar objects defined

by their unusual disk structure and enhanced disk ac-

cretion. If so, then members of this special class are rel-

atively rare among young stars. Contreras Peña et al.

(2019) analyzed a large sample of 15 000 YSOs and iden-

tified only 9 FUors, suggesting that at any given time,

only 0.06% of young stars are in FUor outburst. A

somewhat higher rate was reported for the population

of YSOs in the Orion Molecular Clouds by Fischer et al.

(2019), who found two outbursting sources out of 319

protostars (0.6%). The true incidence rate of FUors can

be much higher if we take into account their duty cycle,

i.e., the fraction of the life of a FUor-type object spent

in outburst.

One way to determine the true fraction of eruptive

stars among YSOs is to monitor them and discover new

outbursts. All-sky monitoring surveys like Gaia and

WISE gave a new impetus to this field of study (e.g.,

Szegedi-Elek et al. 2020; Hillenbrand et al. 2018, 2019,

2021). Another way would be to explore the accre-

tion properties and structure of disks falling above the

Class I/II relations in Figure 2.

Less than one percent is a rather low rate for actual

outbursting FUors, but these objects may still be im-

portant players in the star formation process. Consider-

ing that their accretion rate is ∼1000 times higher than

of normal YSOs (10−4 instead of 10−7, Hartmann &

Kenyon 1996), the matter accreted in the young erup-

tive stars may be comparable or even higher to the total

mass accreted in the whole known YSO population.

7. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

We presented an ALMA millimeter continuum study

of FUors, a class of low-mass pre-main sequence stars

undergoing accretion-related outbursts. Our sample of

10 objects contains a large part of all FUors visible from

the ALMA site. We mapped the thermal dust contin-

uum emission at 1.33 mm using the 7 m array and two

different configurations of the 12 m array. This way we

recover emission at the widest possible range of spatial

scales from the typical beam size of 0.′′15 to the largest

recoverable scale of 5.′′9. We detected all of the tar-

geted FUors and several neighboring sources as well.

In most cases the detected emission is bright, centrally

peaked, and rather compact, and we attribute them

to the circumstellar disks. To obtain basic geometri-

cal parameters and the integrated millimeter fluxes of

the sources, we first fitted 2D Gaussians to the images.

As a next step, we fitted an analytical disk model of

a power law brightness distribution with an exponen-

tial taper in the visibility space using an Markov chain

Monte Carlo method. Finally, we computed radiative

transfer (RT) disk models with RADMC-3D, and fitted

them in the image space again with Markov chain Monte

Carlo method.

The geometrical parameters from the different models

are generally in good agreement within the uncertain-

ties. However, the RT modeling gives disk masses sig-

nificantly larger than what is obtained from the mea-

sured millimeter fluxes assuming optically thin emis-

sion, suggesting that the FUor disks are optically thick

at 1.33 mm. From the RT modeling, we obtained disk

masses between 0.011 and 0.38M� and disk character-

istic radii between 16 and 69 au. We complemented our

sample with FUors from the literature and compared

their masses and radii with comparison samples of nor-

mal, non-eruptive Class I and Class II objects modeled

in a similar way with RT codes. The comparison re-

vealed that FUor disks are typically a factor of 2.9–4.4

more massive and a factor of 1.5–4.7 smaller in size than

the disks of Class I/II objects. Using the criterion of

Mdisk/M∗≥0.1, about 65–70% of the FUor disks may be

gravitationally unstable.

It remains unclear whether all normal protostellar

disks could develop properties that we observe for the

FUor sample discussed here, which would imply that

episodic accretion during the pre-main sequence stellar

evolution may be common. Our main finding is that

FUor disks are generally massive and compact may im-

ply that they form a special class or evolutionary path.

There are several possible future directions that may

provide better insights into the physics of young erup-

tive stars than what is possible at the moment. RT

modeling of larger samples of YSO disks will enable

more robust comparison statistics that we could do

here. Deeper and higher spatial resolution millimeter

interferometric observations may better trace the disk-

envelope connection and might reveal substructures in
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the disks related to gravitational instability. Observa-

tions at multiple bands, including longer wavelengths

with the planned Band 1 and 2 receivers, will help con-

strain dust properties and optical depth effects. Tar-

geting the appropriate molecular tracers will allow to

study possible outflow activity and interesting chemi-

cal processes related to the enhanced luminosity during

the outburst. Thanks to several ongoing and planned

monitoring surveys, new eruptive star candidates will

be discovered, whose follow-up may hold the key to un-

derstanding episodic accretion and its effects.
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A. VISIBILITY SPACE FITTING RESULTS

Figures 5–14 show the observed clean maps, the best fit models convolved with the clean beam, the residual maps,

and the observed and model visibilities as a function of uv distance.
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Figure 5. Maps and visibility fitting of Haro 5a IRS. Left panel is the clean map with uniform weighting, center left panel is
the best fit model convolved with a 2D Gaussian representing the clean beam and the center right panel is the residual map.
For the three panels in the image space the contours are at −10, −8, −7, −5, −3, 3, 9, 31, 103 and 334σ with σ = 138 µJy.
In the right panel, the black points show the observed visibility components plotted against the uv distance, and the blue line
shows the best fitted model. The uv distances of the observed and modeled visibilities have been phase shifted to the best-fitted
∆RA and ∆Dec, and deprojected by i and PA.
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Figure 6. Same as Figure 5 but for V899 Mon. The contours are at −5, −4, −3, 3, 6, 14, 30 and 64σ with σ = 23 µJy.
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Figure 7. Same as Figure 5 but for AR 6A. The contours are at −5, −4, −3, 3, 5, 9, 17 and 30σ with σ = 46 µJy.
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Figure 8. Same as Figure 5 but for AR 6B. The contours are at −7, −6, −5, −4, −3, 3, 7, 14, 32 and 70σ with σ = 46 µJy.
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Figure 9. Same as Figure 5 but for V900 Mon. The contours are at −6, −5, −4, −3, 3, 9, 26, 78 and 232σ with σ = 30 µJy.
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Figure 10. Same as Figure 5 but for V960 Mon. The contours are at −4, −3, 3, 5, 8, 14 and 23σ with σ = 28 µJy.
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Figure 11. Same as Figure 5 but for Bran 76. The contours are at −5, −4, −3, 3, 8, 21, 55 and 146σ with σ = 27 µJy.
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Figure 12. Same as Figure 5 but for V346 Nor. The contours are at −7, −6, −5, −4, −3, 3, 8, 23, 63 and 174σ with σ = 31
µJy.
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Figure 13. Same as Figure 5 but for OO Ser. The contours are at −3, 3, 7, 17, 42 and 101σ with σ = 64 µJy.
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Figure 14. Same as Figure 5 but for HBC 687. The contours are at −19, −15, −11, −7, −3, 3, 11, 38, 135 and 478σ with σ
= 42 µJy.
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B. RADMC MODELLING RESULTS

The RT modelling used an image plane fitting approach. The observed dirty maps, best fit models convolved with

the dirty beam, and data minus model residuals for each system are shown in Figures 15–25.

Figure 15. RADMC-3D model fitting of L1551 IRS 5 N and S. Left panel is the dirty map, the central panel is the best fit
model convolved with the dirty beam, and the right panel is the residual map.

Figure 16. Same as Figure 15 but for Haro 5A IRS.
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Figure 17. Same as Figure 15 but for V899 Mon.

Figure 18. Same as Figure 15 but for AR 6A.

Figure 19. Same as Figure 15 but for AR 6B.
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Figure 20. Same as Figure 15 but for V900 Mon.

Figure 21. Same as Figure 15 but for V960 Mon.

Figure 22. Same as Figure 15 but for Bran 76.
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Figure 23. Same as Figure 15 but for V346 Nor.

Figure 24. Same as Figure 15 but for OO Ser.

Figure 25. Same as Figure 15 but for HBC 687.
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C. POSTERIOR DISTRIBUTION FUNCTIONS FOR THE RT MODELING

Figures 26–28 show examples for the posterior distributions of the fitted parameters in the RT modeling.

Figure 26. Posterior distributions for L1551 IRS 5 N.
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Figure 27. Posterior distributions for Bran 76.
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Figure 28. Posterior distributions for V346 Nor.
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D. COMPARISON OF GEOMETRICAL DISK PARAMETERS

Figure 29 shows a comparison of the geometrical disk parameters (radius, inclination, and position angle) we obtained

from the different types of modeling. 2DG stands for 2D Gaussian fitting in the image space, RT stands for radiative

transfer modeling in the image space with RADMC-3D (section 4), and Vis stands for disk model fitting in the visibility

space (subsection 3.1).
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Figure 29. Comparison of the best-fitted geometrical parameters (radius, inclination and position angle) of the disks with
three different methods. The blue circles show the 2D Gaussian fitting in the image space, the red squares are the results from
the radiative transfer modeling in the image space with RADMC-3D, and the diamonds for disk model fitting in the visibility
space. For the latter, the purple symbol indicates Reff while the green symbol Rdisk. Uncertainties correspond to 1σ.
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